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Across Down 
    

1 Principle of non-violence and compassion for 1 Desert-dwelling demon to whom scapegoat 

 all living things central to Buddhism  symbolically laden with sins of the people 

6 Stoic philosopher of 3rd century BC stressing   was driven to perish in wilderness in pitiless 

 goodness and peace of mind through a life of  Levitical practice outlined in Torah 

 virtue (taught by cynic Crates and famously  2 Enigmatic Nazi leader imprisoned by British  

 called “my little Phoenician” in lesson about   in 1941 (after abortive peace mission) and  

 shamelessness involving pot of lentils in   Russians in 1946 (after Nuremberg verdict)  

 marketplace)  until death by strangulation (at 93) in 1987 

7 Lack of appetite, loathing of food (archaic) 3 3x-platinum, J-pop boy group with classic  

9 Zero sugar (initials)  line-up Masaya Kimura, Hiromu Takatsuka,  

10 “I’m afraid. I’m afraid, Dave. Dave, my mind   Shogo Tajima, Kyosuke Fujimaki, Takumi  

 is going. I can feel it. I can feel it. My mind    Ozaki, Hiroto Nishi, Jin Matsuda, Xu Fengfan, 

 is going. There is no question about it. I can   Rihito Ikezaki, Yudai Sano and Takeru Goto 

 feel it. I can feel it. I can feel it. I’m a…fraid”  (A, I, M etc.) 

 Seminal movie villain from 60s 4 Enigmatic, Toho Studios kaiju (monster) in 

11 Fighting Temeraire artist missing Abrahamic  form of colossal sentient imago accompanied 

 home WARNING Cryptic  by two miniature fairies who speak for her 

12 … … Pizza & Charcoal Chicken Halal eatery   depicted as mystical protectress of the earth  

 at 171-173 Brunswick St., Fitzroy with 2-star  or Japan 

 rating inc. comments “Food taste really bad”,  5 Enormously popular Australia rapper (born  

 “Worst HSP in Melbourne”, “Worst place”,  Amethyst Kelly) at centre of heated debate  

 “Rude man”, “DIRTY”, “Would not return   about authenticity and cultural appropriation  

 here”, “There was a piece of plastic in my   in rap (Pu$$y etc.) 

 pizza” etc. (2, 4) 8 Tiresome series of crossword books 

  11 Republican Senator for Texas rumoured to be 

   unidentified serial killer of late 60s known as  

   the Zodiac killer in surreal meme with poll of 

   registered voters at 2016 Republican primary 

   in Florida finding 10% believed he was, 28% 

   not sure and 62% believing he wasn’t with 

   phenomenon explained astutely as “capturing  

   a feeling they have about him; they think he’s  

   creepy. And they want to point that out, as  

   clearly as they can” (initials) 
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